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Two Theorems on Packings of Graphs 
S. K. TEO AND H. P. YAP 
A siinple, undirected, loopless graph G of order p and size q is called a (p, q) graph. Two graphs 
G and H of the same order are packable if G can be embedded in the complement jj of H. Two 
theorems are proved in this paper. Theorem 1 gives a complete characterization of two (p, p - I) 
graphs which are packable. Theorem 2 gives a complete characterization of the pairs {T, G}, where 
T is a tree of order p and G is a (p, p) graph, that can be packed. Theorem I generalizes some earlier 
results of N. Sauer and J. Spencer, D. Bums and S. Schuster, and P. J. Slater, S. K. Teo and 
H. P. Yap. Theorem 2 extends an earlier result of P. J. Slater, S. K. Teo and H. P. Yap. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, G is an undirected, simple, loopless graph with vertex set V(G) 
and edge set E(G). For convenience, we often write x E G to mean that x E V(G), and we 
also write xy E G to mean that xy E E(G). If I V(G) I = p and e(G) = I E(G) I = q, then 
G is called a (p, q) graph. The order of G is I V( G) I and is written as I G I. The neighbourhood 
of a vertex x in G is denoted by NG(x) or simply by N(x). If x is an end vertex, i.e. a vertex 
of valency 1 in G and N(x) = {y}, we say that y is the neighbour of x. The complete graph 
of order n, the null graph of order m, the cycle of order r, the path of order s, the star of 
order t, the complement of G, the union of two disjoint graphs G and H are denoted by K., 
Om, C" 1'., SI> G and G u H respectively. The complete bipartite graph having bipartition 
of orders m and n, and the maximum valency of a graph G are denoted by Km,. and Li(G) 
respectively. 
The graph obtained from Sp_1 ,p ~ 5, by inserting a new vertex in an edge is denoted 
by S; . The graph obtained from S;_I by inserting a new vertex in the edge which is not 
incident with the centre of S;_I is denoted by S; (see Figure I). 
If G contains C, such that the vertices of C, are incident with at least r + 1 distinct edges 
of G, we say that C, covers at least r + 1 edges of G and the subgraph of G induced by 
V(G) - V(C,) is denoted by G - C,. If S ~ V(G), the subgraph of G induced by 
V(G) - S is denoted by G - S, and, in particular, if S = {x} , then we write G - x 
instead of G - {x}. Similarly, if e E E(G), the spanning subgraph of G having edge set 
E(G) - {e} is denoted by G - e. 
A graph G is embeddable into a graph H if there is an injection fJ: V(G) -+ V(H) such 
that xy E G implies that O(x)O(y) E H. If I G I = I HI and G is embeddable into ii, we say 
that G and H are packable or .there is a packing of G and H. 
Previous results concerning sufficient conditions for the packing of two graphs can be 
found from the references. 
The main results of this paper are stated in the abstract. We shall apply the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM A (Bollobas and Eldridge [I)). Suppose G and H are two graphs of the same 
order p, L\(G), L\(H) < p - 1, and e(G) + e(H) ~ 2p - 3. If {G, H} is not one of the 
following pairs: {2K2' 0 1 u K3}, {02 u K3, K2 u K3}, {02 u K4 , 3KJ, {2K3' 0 3 u K3}, 
{03 u ~,2K2 u K3}, {04 u K4 , K2 u 2K3}, {3K3' 0 5 u K4 }, then there is a packing ofG 
andH. 
THEOREM B (Slater, Teo and Yap [10]). Let T be a tree of order p ~ 5 and let G be a 
(p, p - 1) graph. If neither T nor G is a star, then there is a packing of T and G. 
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2. PACKING Two (p, P - 1) GRAPHS 
We need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let G and H be two graphs oj the same order p. Suppose G (resp. H) has an 
end vertex u (resp. x) whose neighbour is v (resp. y). If dG(v) + dH(y) < p and there is a 
packing n oj G - u and H - x, then there is a packing oj G and H. 
PROOF. If n(v) #- y, we can extend n to a packing of G and H by letting n(u) = x . 
Hence we assume that n(v) = y. 
Let A = V(G) - Ndv) and B = V(H) - NH( y). Since each vertex a( #- u) E Ndv) 
is such that n(a) E B, each vertex b( #- x) E NH(y) is such that n-' (b) E A , and 
dG(v) + dH(y) < p, there is c E A such that n(c) E B. We now define n* : V(G) -+ V(H) as 
follows: n*(u) = n(c), n*(c) = x, and n*(d) = n(d) for every d E V(G), d #- u,c. Then n* 
is a packing of G and H. 
LEMMA 2. Let p ~ 6 be an integer and let G be a (p, p - 1) graph which is not the star 
Sp- Suppose G #- Sp_3 U K3(P ~ 7), 0 3 u K4 or 0, u 2K3. Then G contains C,Jor each 
r = 3, 4, . .. ,p - 2 such that C, covers at least r + 1 edges oj G and G - C, has an 
isolated vertex. 
PROOF. Let A be the set of isolated vertices of G, let B be the set of nontrivial 
tree-components of G, and let C be the set of other components of G. 
We first prove that this lemma is true for r = 3. 
If C = cp, then G is a tree. Suppose G is a path given by X,X2 ... xP' then {X2' x4 , xd 
is a required C3 • If G is not a path, then since G #- Sp, G has three end vertices u, v and 
w such that u and v are not adjacent to x where x is the neighbour of w. It is clear that 
{u, v, x} is a required C3 • Hence we assume that C #- cp . We consider two cases separately. 
Case 1. A = cp. 
We need only to consider the case I B I = 1 = I CI , because if I B I + I CI~ 3, then we 
can choose three vertices for C3 from three components of G. Let B = {T} and let 
C = {H } where His (t , t) graph. If t ~ 4 or if H = K3 and T #- Sp-3, P ~ 7, then it is 
easy to find a required C3 • 
Case 2. A #- cp. 
We first note that A #- cp implies C #- cp. If B #- cp, then /l(H) ~ 3 for at least one 
HE C and we can choose x E A, y E V(T) where T E B, and Z E V(H) such that dH(z) ~ 3, 
for the three vertices of a required C3 • Hence, from now on, we assume that B = cp. 
Suppose I A I ~ 2. Then the lemma is obviously true if either I C I ~ 2 or if C = {H} and 
H is not a complete graph. On the other hand, if H = K" then since G is a (p , p - 1) 
graph, s ~ 4. If s = 4, then G = 0 3 U K4 , a forbidden graph. If s ~ 5, then I A I ~ 3 and 
we can choose two vertices from A and one vertex from Ks to form a required C3 • 
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Suppose I A I = 1. If I C I ;;:: 2, then the lemma is true unless I C I = 2 and the two graphs 
in C are triangles, i.e. G = 01 U 2K3 , a forbidden graph again. 
Finally we consider the case I A I = 1 = I CI. Let C = {H}. For p = 6, we can verify 
that 01 u Hhas a required C3 • (There are five connected (5,5) graphs, see Harary [7; p. 216].) 
Hence we assume p ;;:: 7. Now by Theorem A, C3 can be embedded in D. Ifwe cannot find 
an embedding of C3 in D so that C3 covers at least four edges of H, then C3 covers exactly 
three edges of H in such a way that these three edges are all incident with the same vertex, 
x say. Now each of the other vertices in H - (C3 U {x}) must be of valency one and all 
of them are incident with x also. Hence H = Sp_l, contradicting the fact that it is a (p - 1, 
P - 1) graph. 
We next prove that this lemma is true for 4 ::;; r ::;; p - 2. 
Let V(G) = {XI' X2' ... , xp} with 
d(x l ) ;;:: d(X2) ;;:: ... ;;:: d(Xk) ;;:: d(Xk+l) ;;:: ... ;;:: d(xp), 
where d(Xk) -:/= 0 and d(xk+l) = O. Let D = {XI' ... , xd and let H be the subgraph of 
G induced by D. 
Case (i). d(Xk) ;;:: 4. 
In this case, I A I ;;:: (p + 1)/2. For any 3 ::;; r ::;; p - 2, we have [r/2] + 1 ::;; p/2. Thus 
we can choose [r/2] vertices from D (if I D I ;;:: [r/2]) and [(r + 1)/2] vertices from A; or I D I 
vertices from D (if [r/2] > I D I) and r - I D I vertices from A to form a required Cr· 
Case (ii). d(Xk) = 3. 
In this case I A I ;;:: (p + 2)/2 ;;:: 3. Let U E A, let w = Xk and let e = vw E G. Then 
G' = G - U - e is a (p - I, p - 2) graph which is not a star. Since G' contains at least 
two isolated vertices and dG,(w) = 2, G' cannot be a forbidden graph. By the induction 
hypoth::Jis (We can check through the list of (6,5) graphs given in Harary [7; p. 219] to 
verify that the lemma is true for all (6,5) graphs.) G' contains Cn r = 3, ... ,p - 3 so that 
Cr covers at least r + 1 edges of G' and G' - Cr has an isolated vertex. If W E Cn then Cr 
can be turned into a required Cr+ I for G by joining u to wand z where wz E Cr and deleting 
wz from Cr. Similarly, if v E Cn we can also obtain a required Cr +1 for G. Now ifw, v ¢ Cr 
but r ;;:: 5, then since ddw) = 2, w is not adjacent to at least two neighbouring vertices, 
say X and y, in Cr and so we can turn Cr into a required Cr +1 for G by joining w to X and y 
and deleting xy from Cr. It remains to show that G contains a required C4 and Cs. Let a, b E A, 
then wavbw forms a required C4 • Also, if I A I ;;:: 4, then for a, b, C E A, x, Y E D, xaybcx forms 
a required Cs. The case that I A I = 3 leads to p = 7 and G = 0 3 U /<4, a forbidden graph. 
Case (iii). d(xd ::;; 2. 
Suppose A -:/= <p. Let w = Xb e = wv E G and let G' = G - a - e, a E A. Then G' 
is a (p - 1, p - 2) graph which is not a star and is not a forbidden graph. (This is 
always possible because d(w) ::;; 2.) By the induction hypothesis, G' contains Cr for 
r = 3, 4, ... ,p - 3 satisfying all the given conditions of the lemma. Then as in the proof 
of Case (ii), we can turn Cr into a required Cr+ I in G. 
Suppose A = <p. Then G contains at least one end vertex X and G' = G - X is a (p - 1, 
P - 2) graph. We note that since G -:/= Sp-3 U K3 , G has an end vertex x so that G' is 
not a forbidden graph. If p ;;:: 7, then by the induction hypothesis, G' contains Cn 
r = 3, 4, ... ,p - 3 satisfying all the given conditions of the lemma. Each Cr can be 
turned into a Cr + I in G by joining x to two neighbouring vertices of Cr where none of these 
two neighbouring vertices is the neighbour of x. 
Finally, we can verify that the lemma is true for r = 4 and p = 6. (A list of (6, 5) graphs 
G such that G contains no isolated vertices can be found in Harary [7; p. 219].) 
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
The graphs Gs , H7 and Gs are depicted in Figure 2. 





The following theorem generalizes some earlier results of Sauer and Spencer [9] (they 
proved that any two (p, p - 2) graphs are packable), Burns and Schuster [4] (they proved 
that ifG is a (p, p - I) graph,p ~ 6, which is neither a star Sp nor KJ U Sp-J,P ~ 8, then 
G and G are packable) and Theorem B. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G and H are two (p, p - 1) graphs, p ~ 5, which are not stars. If 
{G, H} is not one of the following thirteen pairs: 
(1) {P2 U KJ , P2 U KJ }, (2) {O) U C4 , 0) U C4 }, 
(4) {OJ U K4 , P2 U Cs}, (5) {OJ U K4 , P4 U KJ}, 
(7) {O) U 2KJ, S4 U KJ}, (8) {O) U 2KJ, OJ U K4 }, 
(9) {OJ U 2KJ, O( U 2KJ}, (10) {Gg, P2 U 2KJ}, 
(3) {Gs, P2 U C3 }, 
(6) {03 U K4 , H 7 }, 
(11) {02 U P2 U K4 , P2 U 2K3 }, (12) {06 U Ks, P2 U 3K3 }, and 
(13) {KJ U Sn-J, KJ U Sn-3}' n ~ 8, 
then there is a packing of G and H. 
PROOF. By Theorem B we can assume that both G and H are not connected. For p = 5, 
we can verify that there are three forbidden pairs given by (1), (2) and (3). (There are three 
(5,4) graphs which are not connected see Harary [7; p. 216].) Hence we assume p ~ 6. Let 
F be the forbidden pairs given in Theorem A. 
Case 1. G has an isolated vertex u. 
(i) Suppose !l(H) ~ 3. 
Let v E V(H) be such that d(v) = !l(H). By the choice of v, !l(H - v) < p - 2. Hence, 
if !l(G - u) < p - 2 and {G - u, H - v} rtF, then (since e(G - u) + e(H - v) ~ 
2(p - 1) - 3), by Theorem A, there is a packing of G - u and H - v, which can be 
extended to a packing of G and H. If {G - u, H - v} E Fthen {G - u, H - v} = {02 U 
/G., 3K2 }, { 2K3' 0 3 U K3 } or {3KJ' 05 U K4 } and we deduce that the forbidden pairs for {G, H} 
are given by (6), (7) and (8). On the other hand, if !l(G - u) = p - 2, let w E G be such that 
dew) = p - 2. Then G is the graph given in Figure 3. In this case, if H has an isolated 
vertex x, we can map w to x to obtain a packing of G and H; otherwise Hhas an end vertex 
y and we can map w to y , u to z (z is the neighbour of y), to obtain a packing of G and H. 
(ii) Suppose !l(H) = 2. 
In this case, H is the union of some cycles and a path. Since G has an isolated vertex, by 
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r = 3,4, ... ,p - 2 such that C, covers the maximum number of edges of G (which is at 
least r + 1) and G - C, has an isolated vertex. Suppose H #- 0 1 U Cp~l. Let C, be the 
smallest cycle-component of H. Then e(G - C,) + e(H - C,) ~ (p - 1) - (r + 1) + 
(p - 1) - r = 2(p - r) - 3. Hence if /l(H - C,) < p - r ~ 1, i.e. H - C, #- P2 or 
P3 , and if {G - C" H - C,} ¢ F, then by Theorem A, G - C, and H - C, are packable, 
from which it follows that G and H are packable. However, if H - C, = P2 or P3 , then 
r = p - 2 or p - 3 and e(G - C,) = 0 or 1. Thus G and H are also packable. Next, if 
{G - C" H - C,} E F, then by Theorem A, it must be either {02 u K3, K2 U K3} or 
{04 U ~, K2 U 2K3}. Hence, in either case r = 3, and p = 8 or 11. 
Let V(C3 ) = {a, b, c}. For p = 8, let the two isolated vertices ofG - C3 be v and wand 
let the three vertices of the triangle in G - C3 be x, y and z. Our aim now is to add four 
edges joining {a, b, c} to {v, w, x, y, z} so that we can single out the forbidden pairs for 
{G, H}. By symmetry, we need only to discuss the following three possibilities: 
(pI) ax, ay, az, av E G yield the forbidden pair (10). 
(p2) ax, ay, az, bv E G yield the forbidden pair (11). 
(p3) In each of the other cases we can embed C3 in G so that C3 covers more than four edges 
of G, a contradiction to the assumption that C, covers the maximum number of edges of 
G. (We call this kind of argument a maximal covering argument.) 
For p = 11, applying the maximum covering argument, we find only one forbidden pair 
(12). 
Next, suppose G = 0 3 U K4 , then p = 7 and H = 0 1 U 2K3, P2 U Cs or P3 u C4 
or P4 u C3• In this case we can easily obtain the forbidden pairs (4), (5) and (8). If 
G = 0 1 U 2K3 , then we obtain the forbidden pair (9). Also if H = 0 1 U Cp~I' then by 
interchanging the role of G and H, we can assume that G = 0 1 U Cp _ 1 and thus G and H 
are packable. 
Case 2. Both G and H have no isolated vertices. 
Since both G and H are not connected, each of them has at least one tree-component. 
Suppose G has no end vertex u whose neighbour u' is such that d(u') < p/2, then 
G = S, u C" u ... u C,. where t ~ (p/2) + 1, 3 ~ r l ~ r2 ~ ... ~ rio Hence p ~ 8. 
By Lemma 2, if H #- Sp_; u K3 , then ii contains C" such that H - C" has at most p -
1 - (rl + 1) = p - r l - 2 edges and has an isolated vertex. Hence, by Theorem A, if 
G - C" #- S" them since {G - C", H - C,,} ¢ F, there is a packing of G - C" and 
H - C". Also, if G - C" = S" then since H - C" has an isolated vertex, there is also a 
packing of G - C" and H - C". In either case, the packing of G - C" and H - C" can 
be extended to a packing of G and H. On the other hand, if H = Sp-3 U K3, and 
G #- Sp-3 U K3, then by interchanging the role of G and H in the above argument, we can 
see that G and H are packable. This shows that if G has no end vertex u whose neighbour 
u' is such that d(u') < p/2, then there is always a packing of G and H. The case that 
G = Sp_3 U K3 = H, P ~ 8 yields the forbidden pair (13). 
By the previous discussion, we can now assume that G (resp. H) has an end vertex u 
(resp. v) whose neighbour u' (resp. v') is such that dG(u') < p/2 (resp. dH(v') < p/2). Thus, 
by Lemma 1, if G - u and H - u are packable, then G and H are packable. It remains to 
consider the case that G - u and H - v are not packable. We distinguish two cases. 
(i) At least one of G - u and H - v has an isolated vertex. 
Suppose G - u has an isolated vertex. Since G has no isolated vertex, G - u has exactly 
one isolated vertex and thus G has K2 as a component. Now by examining the forbidden 
pairs obtained in Case 1 (Note that H has no isolated vertex and H - v has at most one 
isolated vertex.), {G - u, H - v} must be one of the forbidden pairs (2), (3), (7) and (9). 
If {G - u, H - v} is the forbidden pair (2), then G = K2 U C4 = H and it is easy to 
see that G and H are packable. If {G - u, H - v} is the forbidden pair (3) then H = 
P3 U C3, and G and H are packable. If {G - u, H - v} is the forbidden pair (7) then 
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G = Kz U 2K3 and H = S5 U K3, and G and Hare packable. If {G - u, H - v} is the 
forbidden pair (9), then G = K2 U 2K3 = H, and G and H are packable. 
(ii) Both G - u and H - v have no isolated vertices. 
By the previous argument and by induction, G and H are always packable unless 
G - u = Sp_4 U K3 = H - v and thus G = Sp-3 U K3 = H. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
3. PACKING A TREE OF ORDER P INTO A (p, p) GRAPH 
Let T be a tree of order p ~ 6. We shall obtain the trees TI, T2, T3 and a forest T4 from 
T as described below. Their existence will be studied in Lemma 3. 
The tree TI =f. Sp-l is obtained from T by deleting an end vertex x whose neighbour y 
is such that dT ( y) :::; p/2; the tree Tz =f. Sp_z is obtained from Tby deleting two end vertices 
whose neighbours are distinct; the tree T3 =f. Sp_3 is obtained from Tby deleting three end 
vertices which are not adjacent to one common neighbour; and the forest T4 is obtained 
from T by deleting a set of three independent vertices which cover at least five edges of T. 
We shall require the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a tree of order p ~ 6. Then 
(a) TI and Tz exist iff T =f. Sp or S;; 
(b) if p ~ 8, T3 exists iff T =f. Sp, Pp or S;; and 
(c) T4 exists iffT =f. Sp, S; or S;. 
The proof of this lemma is easy and therefore is omitted. 
The following Lemma settles some special cases of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose T is a tree of order p ~ 5 and G is a (p, p) graph such that A(T), 
~(G) < p - 1. 
(a) If T = S; and G =f. u C;, then there is a packing of T and G. 
(b) If p ~ 7 and G has two vertices UI and Uz such that e( G - UI - uz) :::; 1, then there is 
a packing of T and G. 
(c) If G = u C; where i ~ 4 for at least one i and T =f. S; or if G = kC3 and T =f. S; or 
S;, then there is a packing of T and G. 
(d) IfG is obtainedfrom G' = Sk U (uC;), k ~ 4, by adding an edge joining two non-adjacent 
vertices of G' none of which is the centre of Sk, then there is a packing of T and G. 
PROOF. (a) G =f. u C; implies that G has an isolated vertex or an end vertex. The proof 
of this result is similar to that of Claim 2 in [10]. 
(b) By (a) we can assume that T =f. S;. Hence, by Lemma 3(a), T has two end vertices 
Xl and Xz such that Tz = T - Xl - X2 is not a star. Let N(x l ) = {x3}, N(xz) = {x4}, and 
let G' = G - UI - U2. We first observe that G has two vertices U3 and U4 such that UI U3' 
Uz U4, U3 U4 f/: E( G), otherwise either G has at least p - 3 vertices each of which is adjacent 
to both UI and U2' and so 2(p - 3) :::; e(G) :::; p from which it follows that p :::; 6, a 
contradiction; or G has p - 2 vertices each of which is adjacent to both UI and Uz, and the 
remaining two vertices form a Kz-component of G, from which it follows that G = K2 U 
K3.Z and in this case T and G are packable; or d(UI) = p - 2 and d(u2) :::; 2 and thus G 
has another vertex u; =f. Uz so that UI and u; have the above properties. We now define 
O'(x;) = U; for i = 1,2,3,4. If G' = Op_z, it is clear that 0' can be extended to a packing 
ofTandG.IfG' = Op_4 u Kz,sinceT' = T - {X I,XZ,X3,X4} is a forest of order at least 
3, we can put two non-adjacent vertices of T' on Kz to extend 0' to a packing of T and G. 
(c) It is not difficult to verify this result for p = 5, 6. (A list of all trees of order 5 and 
6 can be found in Harary [7; p. 233].) Hence we assume p ~ 7. Suppose G contains Cm for 
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some m ~ 4. Let Cm = VI V2 ... Vm VI. Since T i= Sp or S;, T2 exists and by Theorem B, 
there is a packing of T2 and G - VI - V2, which can be extended to a packing of T and 
G. Hence we assume G = kC3, k ~ 3. Since T i= SP' S; or S;, T4 exists. Hence, by Theorem 
A, there is a packing of T4 and G - C3 , which can be extended to a packing of Tand G. 
(d) Suppose e is an edge joining two vertices belonging to two distinct components of G' 
or two non-adjacent vertices of C; for some i ~ 5, or two vertices of Sk. By Theorem B, 
there is a packing of T and G'. By the symmetry of G' and the fact that T contains no cycles, 
we can pack T with G' so that e does not overlap with any edge of T. Hence T and G are 
packable. 
Finally, suppose e is an edge joining two opposite vertices V2 and V4 of C4 = VIV2V3V4VI. 
Let Gil = G - VI and let x be an end vertex of T such that T - x i= Sp_I. By Theorem 
B, there is a packing a of T - x and Gil. Suppose the neighbour of x is y. By the symmetry 
of a triangle, we can assume that a( y) i= V 2 , V 4 and so a can be extended to a packing of 
T and G by letting a(x) = VI. 
Let C4+ be the graph obtained from C4 by adding an edge joining two opposite vertices 
and let T(6) be the tree obtained from S4 by adding two new vertices each of which is joined 
to one end vertex of S4. 
The following theorem extends Theorem B. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose T is a tree of order p ~ 5 and G is a (p, p) graph such that ~(T), 
~(G) < p - 1. If {T, G} is not one of the following three pairs: 
(1) {P5' 0 1 U cn, (2) {P6 , O2 u K4 }, (3) {T(6), O2 u K4 }; 
or ifG = uC; where i ~ 4for at least one i and T i= S;; or ifG = kC3 and T i= S; or S;, 
then there is a packing of T and G. 
PROOF. We first prove that this theorem is true if G is connected. 
It is not difficult to verify this for p = 5. (A list of connected (5,5) graphs can be found 
in Harary [7; p. 216].) Hence we assume that p ~ 6. If G = CP ' then by Lemma 4 (c), T 
and G are packable unless T = S;. Suppose G i= Cp • Now by Lemma 4(a), we assume that 
T i= S;. Since G is connected and G i= CP' G has an end vertex u. Let V be the neighbour 
of u. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. d(v) < p12. 
SinceT i= SporS;,byLemma3(a),Tl exists.lfG - u i= Cp_iand~(G - u) < p - 2, 
then by the induction hypothesis, there is a packing of TI and G - u and by Lemma I, T 
and G are packable. 
Suppose G - u = Cp_ l • Then by Theorem B, there is a packing a of T and G - uv. 
Since T i= Sp or S;, by the symmetry of CP_I, we can assume that no edge of T lies on the 
edge uv in the packing a, and so a is also a packing of T and G. 
Suppose ~(G - u) ~ p - 2. If p = 6, then G is the graph given in Figure 4 and we can 
verify that T and G are packable. However, if p ~ 7, then by Lemma 4(b), T and G are 
packable. 
Case 2. d(v) ~ p12. 
If G has two end vertices UI and U2 with distinct neighbours VI and V2 such that d(vI), 
d(v2) ~ p12, then the case that p ~ 7 is settled by Lemma 4(b) and the case that p = 6 
FIGURE 4. 
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can be verified directly. Hence we assume that any end vertex of G is adjacent to v. Since 
G is connected, G has exactly one cycle. Hence G = GI or G2 , where GI and G2 are as shown 
in Figure 5. 
u V, u 
FIGURE 5. 
Suppose G = GI . If P = 6, then G is as given in Figure 6(a) and we can verify that T 
and G are packable. Hence we assume p ;;:: 7 and by Lemma 4(b), we can assume that 
m ;;:: 6. Since T #- Sp or S;, by Lemma 3(a), T2 exists and thus by Theorem B, there is a 
packing a of T2 and GI - VI - V 2 #- Sp_2' This packing can be extended to a packing of 
Tand GI . 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 6. 
Suppose G = G2 • If P = 6, then G is as given in Figure 6(b) and we can verify that T 
and G are packable. Hence we assume that p ;;:: 7 and by the previous argument we can 
assume that m = 3 and that the length of the path from v to V 2 is at least 3. Hence p ;;:: 8. 
If T #- Pp , then by Lemma 3(b), T3 exists, and by Theorem B, there is a packing a of T3 
and G' = G2 - V2 - V3 - V4 #- Sp_3, where V3 and V4 are the other two vertices of the 
triangle. This packing a can be extended to a packing of T and G2 • If T = Pp , let u\ and 
U2 be the two end vertices of T and let U3 be a middle vertex of T which is not adjacent to 
UI or U2' Then any packing of T - UI - U2 - U3 and G' can be extended to a packing of 
Tand G2 • 
We next prove that this theorem is true if G is not connected. 
Case (a). G has an isolated vertex u. 
Let V E G be such that d(v) = A(G) ;;:: 3. Then G' = G - U - v is a (p - 2, q) graph 
where q ~ p - 3 and A( G') < p - 3. Let x be an end vertex of T such that its neighbour 
y has maximum valency among all the vertices which are adjacent to the end vertices of T. 
Then T - x - y #- Sp-2' Hence if p ;;:: 7, then by Theorem B, there is a packing a of 
T - x - y and G'. This packing can be extended to a packing of T and G by letting 
a(x) = vanda(y) = u.Ifp = 5,thenGhasonlyoneisolatedvertex.ThusG = 0 1 U C4+ 
and if T #- P5 , T and G are packable. If p = 6 and G has only one isolated vertex, then 
it is not difficult to verify that T and G are packable for any T #- S6' (A list of (6,6) graphs 
having exactly one isolated vertex can be found in Harary [7; p. 219].) If p = 6 and G has 
two isolated vertices, then G = O2 U K4 , and so Tand G are packable except when T = P6 
or T(6). 
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Case (b). G has no isolated vertex. 
We can verify that this theorem is true for P = 5 and 6. (There are no disconnected (5,5) 
graphs having no isolated vertices and there are only two disconnected (6,6) graphs having 
no isolated vertices.) Hence we assume P ~ 7. 
Suppose G has a tree-component. It is clear that if T = S;, then T and G are packable. 
Hence we assume that T -# S; and so by Lemma 3(a), TI exists. Let u be an end vertex of 
G and let v be the neighbour of u. Then by the induction hypothesis, TI and G - u are 
packable. Now if d(v) < p/2, then by Lemma I, Tand G are packable. Hence we assume 
that d(v) ~ p/2 and thus the tree-component of Gis Sb k ~ p/2 + I ~ 4. Hence G - Sk 
is the union of cycles with an additional edge joining two vertices of G - Sk' However, by 
Lemma 4( d), T and G are also packable in this special case. 
Suppose all the components of G are (Pi' Pi) graphs. By Lemma 4(c), we can assume that 
G has at least one component which is not a cycle. Such a component has an end vertex. 
If G has at least two components which are not cycles, then one of these components has 
an end vertex u whose neighbour v is such that d(v) < p/2. In this case, it should be clear, 
by now, that T and G are packable. Hence we assume that G has only one component H 
which is not a cycle and all the other components of G are cycles. Also, since G has an end 
vertex, we may further assume that T -# S;. Suppose G has a cycle VI V2 ••. Vm VI where 
m ~ 4. Then any packing of T2 with G - VI - V2 can be extended to a packing of T and 
G. Hence we assume that all the cycle-components of G are triangles, i.e. G = H U kC3 • 
In this case it is not difficult to see that if T = S;, then T and G are packable. On the other 
hand, if T -# S;, then by Lemma 3( c) and Theorem A, there is a packing of T4 and G - C3 
which can be extended to a packing of T and G. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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